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exo-planets 

transit spectroscopy: atmospheres characterization 

IR critical 
  to study transiting planets around M giants (highest planet/star contrast) 
  to measure (bio-markers?) molecules like O2, H20, CO, CO2, CH4 

high spectral resolution critical 
  to measure Doppler shift differences between stellar/planetary/telluric   
systems and eliminate contamination/systematics  
  to combine hundreds of molecular lines & boost the SNR 
  to use individual lines to measure planet orbital vel & high altitude winds 

E-ELT critical 
  to get very high SNR in relatively short (e.g. transit duration) exposures   



 get very high SNR in relatively short (e.g. 
transit duration) exposures   

SDSS0845+2257  - UVES 

metal polluted white dwarfs & planet debris 

   high spectral resolution critical 
  to measure the faint metallic lines 

   E-ELT critical 
  faint stars 
  new environments: Solar neighbohrs  MW  



	  chemical abundances magnetic fields asteroseismology granulation 

3D structure, asteroseismology,accurate surface parameters, 
activity, mixing, diffusion, yields & nucleosynthesis 

high spectral resolution critical 
  to fully de-blend lines of any chemical specie, including isotopes 
  to kinematically resolve line profiles, i.e. to resolve [sub]structures  

E-ELT critical 
  to get very high SNR with major impact on accuracy 
  enlarging the space of parameters: Sun-like stars  M-dwarfs 
  new environments: Solar neighbohrs  MW  



IR critical 
  for AO correction 

  to study highly reddened SF regions 
  for atomic and molecular wind/disk/jet line diagnostics 
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high spectral and spatial resolution and E-ELT critical 
  to trace the innermost disk/wind/jet regions where planet formation 
should occur 
  new environments: Solar neighbohrs  MW  
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first stars, oldest SPs 

SDSS	  J102915+172927	  	  

8-10m Galactic halo      EELT-HIRES : bulge and LG     



young super star clusters  

Centaurus M87 

chemistry & dynamical mass from integrated spectroscopy 
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